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ABSTRACT
Complexity in concurrent or distributed systems can be man-
aged by dividing component into smaller components. How-
ever, such transformations change the coordination behaviour
between components, which may change the behaviour of a
whole system. We explore this problem through the Hume
programming language and explore the Hierarchical Hume
extension which enables the localisation of component trans-
formation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs
and Features—Concurrent programming structures, Control
structures; D.2.4 [Software]: Program Verification—Cor-
rectness proofs; D.2.7 [Software]: Distribution, Mainte-
nance, and Enhancement—Restructuring

Keywords
Transformations, Verification, Scheduling,Concurrency

1. INTRODUCTION
Concurrent and distributed component based architec-

tures are in widespread use – from web services and the
Grid to the scheduling of OS applications and system on a
chip. The future trend is towards increased parallelism, and
more distribution.

If a component in a system becomes too complex and hard
to manage, one approach is to apply divide and conquer
techniques so as to split a single component into multiple
sub-components. Consider the following example:
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where components A to E are interconnected concurrent
processes. Suppose component D is replaced by an assembly
of sub-components D1 to D4. Now, while the new assem-
bly may have the same functional correctness properties as
the original component, the coordination properties of the
whole system may have changed radically, as the additional
processes must now be scheduled with attendant impact on
the scheduling of the original processes. Furthermore, if the
original system is non-deterministic or time dependent, then
the system’s functional properties may also change.

A well known solution for managing large systems is to
structure the components into sub-parts, an approach that
was first taken by Harel [12] for FSA. In this paper we will
argue that a similar approach is applicable to program trans-
formation. By keeping the overall structure, and letting the
new components be sub-components of a super-component
with the same coordination as the original component, the
coordination properties are left unchanged – and the cor-
rectness of transformation only requires local analysis. Such
local analysis is crucial to achieving scalability.

Hume is a modern programming language based on con-
current finite state automata which is well suited to sys-
tem construction as shown in the previous diagram. This
is achieved through state machine style component config-
uration. In this paper we explore the Hierarchical Hume
extension which, with formal tool support, enables program
transformations that preserve both functional and coordina-
tion properties.

2. HUME
Hume[11] explicitly separates coordination and computa-

tion concerns. It is based on autonomous boxes linked by
wires and controlled by generalised transitions of the form:

pattern → expression (1)

where each pattern is matched against the box input and
the associated expression generates output. Boxes and wires
are defined in the finite state coordination language. Tran-
sitions within a box are defined in the expression language
through pattern matching and associated recursive actions.
Both the coordination and the expression language share a
rich polymorphic type system comparable to contemporary
functional languages like Haskell and Standard ML.

Figure 1 shows a simple Hume program of two communi-
cating boxes and introduces the graphical notation we will
use. The left side shows the Hume source code, where the
inner details of Odd are identical to Even. In a pattern, ‘ ’
succeeds if a value is present, while ‘∗’ ignores the input, i.e.



box Even
in (i,st::Nat)
out (o,st’::Nat)

match
(n,_) -> (n+1,n)

|(*,n) -> (*,n);

box Odd ...

wire Even(Even.st’ initially 0,Odd.o initially 0)
(Even.st,Odd.i);

wire Odd (Odd.st’ initially 1,Even.o)(Odd.st,Even.i);

Figure 1: Hume Example and Graphical Notation

always succeeds. On a match, all input except where the
pattern is ‘∗’ are consumed, i.e. the wire is set to be empty.
In an expression, ‘∗’ denotes that no value is produced for
that particular output. Each box has a wire declaration
specifying the source of input and destination of output.
An input wire may also be given an initial value.

In the graphical notation each wire is represented as a la-
belled arc, where the labels are the output/source, optional
initial value, and input/destination. Even shows both the
computation and coordination aspects of a box, whilst Odd

hides the inner computation details.
Hume targets safety-critical resource bounded systems. A

Hume program is deterministic. Further, its formal seman-
tics and purely functional expression layer makes it suitable
for formal verification, as is required by many standards for
safety-critical systems. We are exploring both model check-
ing [10] and theorem proving for this verification.

2.1 Scheduling Boxes
A wire is a single value buffer that connects two boxes.

Thus a box will block with pending output until all of its
required output wires become empty. The Hume execution
model is based on cyclical two phase execution: in the first
phase each box is run once and attempts to consume input
and generate output; and in the second phase the output
changes are resolved in a unitary super-step. At the end of
each phase a box may be in one of the three following states:

definition 1. Scheduling states

1. Runnable The box has successfully consumed input
and asserted output.

2. Blocked The box has successfully consumed input but
failed to assert output. It will attempt to assert output
on subsequent cycles.

3. Matchfail The box has failed to match against the cur-
rent input.

Hume uses a lock-step scheduling which works as follows:

definition 2. Lock-step scheduling

for ever
for each Runnable or Matchfail box

execute (box)
super step (each Runnable or Blocked box)

3. PROGRAM TRANSFORMATIONS
At the heart of Hume is the ability to statically cost time

and space usage [11]. However, there is a balance between
expressiveness and decidability of such properties. Hume is
therefore a multi-level language where each lower level re-
stricts the expressibility, thus increases decidability. The
development methodology is thus based around transfor-
mation, where constructs that cannot be costed are trans-
formed to a lower, more decidable, subset. In many cases
this means transforming computation into coordination, i.e.
de-composing boxes. Here, a key transformation is from
expression recursion to box iteration. In the well known
transformation [17], linear recursion may be replaced by it-
eration:

linrec f g h x ,
if f x

then return g x
else return linrec f g h (h x)

=

iter f g h x ,
while not (f x)

x := h x
return g x

This transformation may be extended to primitive recur-
sion through the introduction of accumulation variables, and
to higher order functions, by unfolding HOF applications to
form equivalent specialised functions, however these are not
considered here. In Hume, the iteration may be expressed
by a box with a looped feedback wire, where the original
linrec function must be in a box. Therefore a box that di-
rectly calls a linear recursive function may be transformed
to an equivalent two box form: the original box calls a new
iterative box with a looped wire to manage the state. We
will now implement a function that computes the square of
the input using this approach without using the provided
built-in multiplication of Hume. We use the following defi-
nitions:

f(r, x, y) , y = 0 g(r, x, y) , r h(r, x, y) , (r+x, x, y−1)

The linrec and square functions in Hume are specialised to:

mult r _ 0 = r;

mult r x y = mult (r+x) x (y-1);

square x = mult 0 x x;

The two definitions then become:
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The boolean value on the looped feedback wire c’→ c

prevents new input from interrupting progress until the re-
sult is ready. Meanwhile the mult function is clearly encap-
sulated in the itermult box. The mult2.iter→ itermult.i

and itermult.iter’ → itermult.iter wires are triples of
Nats.

In the above example the i/o wires are not bound to
any source/destination. If mult1 and mult2 are equal they
should exhibit the same behaviour when interchanged in the
same system. The following program empirically determines
if the component under test produces the same result as us-
ing the built-in multiplication function:



The Compare box returns True if, and only if, both results
are equivalent and available in the same super-step.

Since RealSquare and mult1 have the same timing be-
haviour they will be the same if mult 0 x x = x ∗ x which is
correct for x ≥ 0 (type Nat).

The mult2/itermult configuration will, for a recursive
call of depth N in mult, require N + 2 cycles to produce
output on wire mult2.o while RealSquare only uses 1 cy-
cle. When the output is finally produced, the RealSquare

box has progressed further and different values will be com-
pared. E.g. when mult2.o produces the result of input 0,
RealSquare produces the result of input 4. The sequence of
values (where no value is represented by ‘⊥’) on Compare.gen

after each cycle are:

mult1 : 〈⊥,⊥,True,True,True, · · · 〉
mult2/itermult : 〈⊥,⊥,False,False,False, · · · 〉

By applying global analysis and transforming other compo-
nents we can often overcome such problems. For example
by requiring that both inputs are available in Compare, i.e.
removing the two last matches, the Compare.gen sequence
for the mult1/itermult example becomes:

〈⊥, · · · ,⊥,True,⊥, · · · ,⊥,True,⊥, · · · ,⊥,True,⊥, · · · 〉

Hence the result is functionally correct, but occurs at differ-
ent cycles. However, if Compare.gen is “plugged” into an-
other system similar problems may occur, and such strong
requirement on global analysis does not scale well in con-
current settings which can contain thousands of components.
Note that to enable local reasoning in the remaining sections
we will strengthen our equivalence relation to all (top-level)
wires and not just the unbound ones.

4. HIERARCHICAL HUME
Our solution is to structure the system by allowing hierar-

chies of concurrent components. Consequently, we can split
and merge components without changing the coordination
behaviour. Note that this is not the same as just altering
the control part of component. We are distributing the co-
ordination into hierarchies. For Hume this means that a box
is more than just a simple functional transition - it can be a
program itself. This extension is called Hierarchical Hume.
We still consider a box to be an input-output relation, with-
out any state (side effects). Hence, when a nesting box (par-
ent) terminates, all dangling state will be reset before the
next cycle. Further, we need to know when a nesting box
should start executing and when it should stop. Since this is
not clear due to the concurrency of the nested components,
it must be specified by the programmer. We therefore keep
the matches, but (1) of section 2 should now be read as:

pattern → termination condition (2)

We also need to know how to communicate values between a
parent and its children. This is achieved by explicit wiring

box mult3
in (i::Nat)
out(o::Nat)
match
(_) -> (_)

boxes

...

wire mult2(mult3.i,...)(mult3.o,...)
end;

=

Figure 2: Hierarchical Hume Example

inside the nested program. mult3 of Figure 2 illustrates
the Hierarchical boxes by nesting the mult2/itermult com-
ponent used above. Since both the pattern and termination
condition is ‘ ’ mult3 will start executing when there is an in-
put and terminate when mult2 writes a value to the mult2.o
output. In mult4, itermult and mult2 are composed into
one box – which is used below in section 5.

Hierarchical scheduling is achieved by nesting the lock-
step scheduling, with an additional check for termination.
However, this requires a change in the state that a box can
be in after each phase:

definition 3. Hierarchical box states

1. Runnable The box has asserted output and is ready
to consume input.

2. Matchfail As in Definition 1.

3. Blocked As in Definition 1.

4. Terminated The box has finished executing and is
ready to super-step.

5. Execute The box is ready to execute its children.

6. Super The box is ready to super-step its children.

The difference from Definition 2 is that the old Runnable
state is now Runnable or Terminated. The new Execute
and Super states are used to schedule sub-components.
Since the scheduler is nested along boxes, hierarchical schedul-
ing can be defined inductively. The only difference between
a top and nth level scheduler is that the former never ter-
minates, i.e. the termination condition is always False:

schedule (boxes ,condition) ,
until condition

for each Runnable or Matchfail box in boxes
if box is nesting
then schedule

`
children(box),termination condition(box)

´
else execute(box)

super step (each Terminated or Blocked box in boxes)

definition 4. Hierarchical scheduling

schedule(all top-level boxes,False)

This extension to Hume is conservative. Although this is
an important feature, the proof of it does not exhibit many
interesting features, and we refer to [7] for details. A pro-
totype implementation of this scheduling has been imple-
mented in the Hume interpreter. It has provided empirical



results that Hierarchical Hume behaves as expected, e.g. the
multiplication examples in the previous sections – both with
and without the introduced hierarchies. We have also ob-
served some performance gains due to reduced unnecessary
scheduling – in addition to the side-benefits of introducing
namespaces and a module system for Hume.

5. PROGRAM TRANSFORMATIONS IN
HIERARCHICAL HUME

We have found TLA [15] suitable for reasoning about the
coordination layer of Hume [10, 8, 9]. However, the TLA
details are beyond the scope here, thus we will limit its use
below. In TLA, both program and properties are given in
the same logic. A property of a program holds if the program
implements the property. In an upper to lower level Hume
transformation, one box B of program P , is transformed
into a nested box B′ of program P ′, where P and P ′ are
equivalent up to {B, B′}. The transformation is proved as
a program refinement where P ′ implements the “specifica-
tion” P . By allowing stuttering steps, which leave the state
unchanged, P ′ ⇒ P asserts that P ′ implements P . Due to
the transitivity, simultaneous transformations of several box
can be applied sequentially. Hence, we will only address the
case where only one box is transformed. In a proof, the box
execution phase is refined into two sub-phases:

Sub-phase 1. A distinct pattern match and consume step.

Sub-phase 2. Executing the expression/schedule box when
a match occurs.

Sub-phase 2 requires as many steps as the box needs to ter-
minate. Consequently, the B to B′ transformation does not
alter the coordination, and the transformation proof of all
boxes of P except B are trivial. The P to P ′ transforma-
tion proof thus reduces to the local B to B′ transformation
proof. In lock-step scheduling, sub-phase 2 is only one step,
where the transformed set of boxes (B′) will not “terminate”
before the other boxes of P are scheduled. This might alter
the coordination, thus a local proof of B is not sufficient.
Four families of steps are separated in the B to B′ proof:

1. Matching and consuming input. If B′ consumes the
same input as B, the transformation is correct.

2. Executing with termination. When B′ terminates it
must set the output buffer to the same value as B does.
This is an invariant of the system, i.e. it must always
hold. In TLA this is expressed by prefixing a formula
with the always operator ‘2’. Let c be the termination
condition, X the input, e the corresponding expression
of B’s succeeding match, and ow the tuple of internal
output wires of B′. The invariant I then becomes:

I , 2
`
Terminated(B′, c) ⇒ ow = e(X)

´
Proving I is the main part of the transformation proof.

3. Executing without termination. Due to the schedul-
ing, we can see these steps as stuttering steps in P (B).

4. Super steps. The super-step will be the same since the
output buffers are identical (ensured by I).

Steps 1 and 3 are used to build up an invariant strong enough
to verify I. We will illustrate this approach by showing that

mult4 (Figure 2) preserves the behaviour of mult1. Addi-
tionally, this example has been model checked with the TLC
[16] tool, although, we cannot model check a parametrised
specification, i.e. with i/o of mult1/mult4 not bound to any
source or destination. We assume that mult1 and mult4 are
connected to input wire i and output wire o. Both mult1

and mult4 will match if, and only if, there is a value on i.
Since the output wire is the same, steps 1 and 4 hold. Step
3 is a proof of stuttering which is trivial. The challenge is
therefore to show I of step 4. Let X be the input value of
the component, a and b the internal input and output wires
of mult4, and c the feedback loop of itermult’ (see Figure
2). By the definition of mult4, I is instantiated to:

I , 2
`
Terminated(mult4, ) ⇒ b = square X

´
where ‘ ’ is the termination condition meaning that b is
not empty. By unfolding the definitions of Terminated and
square, I is reduced to:

I , 2
`
b 6= ⊥ ⇒ b = mult 0 X X

´
The proof of I requires the following invariants:

I1 , 2
`
b = ⊥ ⇒ a 6= ⊥ ⇒ a = X

´
I2 , 2

`
b = ⊥ ⇒ c 6= ⊥ ⇒ mult 0 X X = mult c[1] c[2] c[3]

∧ c[2] = X
´

c[n] accesses the nth element of tuple c, and I2 assumes
I1. Invariant proofs follow an induction principle where the
invariant must initially hold (base case), and must be pre-
served in a transition (step case). Initially, I,I1 and I2 holds
since a = b = c = ⊥. The majority of the step cases will not
change the values of a, b or c. Hence, we will only discuss the
non-trivial steps that alter the values. a, and thus I1, is by
Definition 4, only updated when mult4 matches the input,
and is then set to the input value X. Hence, I1 holds.

I2 is the “loop invariant” of the “iteration”, and depends
on c. There are two cases where itermult’ updates c:
firstly, when a 6= ⊥, then wire c is set to (0, a, a). This
is the “entry step” of the “loop”. Since a = X by I1, we
have c = (0, X, X) thus I2 holds since

(mult 0 X X = mult 0 X X ∧X = X)

Secondly, in the “iteration step” of the “loop” we assume
(IH): mult 0 X X = mult c[1] c[2] c[3] ∧ c[2] = X. The
values are then updated such that we must prove

mult 0 X X = mult (c[1] + c[2]) c[2] (c[3]− 1) ∧ c[2] = X

By rewriting the definition of mult from right to left we have

mult 0 X X = mult c[1] c[2] c[3] ∧ c[2] = X.

which can be unified with the assumption (IH). Hence I2

holds.
I is verified using I2. b is only written to at the “exit

step” of the loop. Pattern matching in itermult’ ensures
that c[3] = 0 in this case. b is then given the value of c[1].
Thus, by I2, we have:

square X = mult 0 X X = mult c[1] c[2] 0| {z }
c[1] by def. of mult

= c[1] = b

which shows that I holds. By definition 4 this value is copied
to the output buffer of mult4, which is the same value that
mult1 produces, thus the transformation is correct.



6. RELATED WORK
The motivation behind statecharts [12], and the simpler

Hierarchical State Machines [3], is managing the number of
states. Here hierarchies of states are introduced to structure
the states into super- and sub-states. In Hierarchical Hume
we structure boxes, which define the transitions of states,
i.e. we are introducing hierarchies of transitions. However,
the transitions use a FSM model to communicate, so they
are still comparable. The super-state can be classified into
AND-state and XOR-state [5]. A hierarchical box consti-
tutes as an AND-state, since it holds the conjunction of all
the children wires, and not one of them.

Statecharts are often implemented as hierarchies in OO
languages using inheritance. There, the most common trans-
formations are program refactoring [6] where commonalities
or specialisation are moved into super-classes. Our approach
deviates from this, since we are structuring computation
rather than state. Further, we have limited communication
between components to parent-child within hierarchies and
no state is retained within a component between schedul-
ing cycles. Thus, a nested component is an input-output
relation without any wider side-effects.

As discussed in [8], transformations at the expression layer
are similar to synthesis techniques, like FP[1], Birds-Meertens
Formalism [2] and calculational programming [13], while
transformations at the coordination layer has strong resem-
blance to those found in box calculus for Petri nets[4]. How-
ever, the strong interplay between them is distinctive for
Hume because transformations of one layer often requires
transformation in the other.

Boxes are concurrently executed, thus sequential compo-
sition of pre-post conditions as found in Floyd-Hoare logic
does not hold, requiring temporal logic and temporal invari-
ants. In principle, we could instead have used a process
algebra like CSP where transformations are verified using
observational bisimulations. However, it is not possible to
to achieve an adequate representation of Hume’s rich ex-
pression layer in a process algebra requiring the introduc-
tion of further formalism, for example Schneider et al [18]
which combines CSP with B. Moreover, semantically Hume
wires are represented as shared variables between one or
two boxes. A state based representation will therefore have
a smaller semantic gap than process algebras. TLA allows
us to build a “TLA-based” coordination layer on top of the
expression layer. Recently, a box calculus to formalise hier-
archical transformation[8] has been explored, and we believe
the Hume work in TLA [10, 8, 9] is novel for TLA in rea-
soning at the programming language level.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced Hierarchical Hume, and shown how it

introduces local reasoning when transforming Hume boxes
for costing. The next step is to define the structural oper-
ational semantics (SOS) for this extension. This will allow
us to formally compare the interpreter and TLA represen-
tation, and explore time and space costing of Hierarchical
Hume. Further, we plan to combine the matches in hierar-
chical boxes with a specification language.

Currently all our proofs have been hand-crafted, but we
intend to mechanise them inside a theorem prover. We have
observed commonality within the structure of the proofs,
and believe we can exploit this commonality in developing

techniques for automating proof search, as well as invariant
discovery [14] (like I1 and I2 in section 5). We are also
actively exploring verification through model checking.
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